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LOCKDOWN EASES, UNCERTAINTY LINGERS
As lockdown gently eases, the markets are showing signs of a typical bear market rally led by the Nasdaq &
the other US markets. With governments around the world turning on the spending taps and central banks
reducing interest rates and restarting quantitative easing, every effort is being made to help keep the
global economy from crashing into depression. The UK Government has extended the job retention scheme
until October with mortgage payment holidays also extended until then. The UK has 10 million workers on
furlough, with the US having lost a truly staggering 38.6 million jobs in just 9 weeks. Quite how many will be
unable to return to their old jobs is the unknown. The greater that number, the longer the depression will
be.
The easing of lockdown restrictions around the world has helped to start the revival of the world economy,
along with signs that some trials of vaccines to combat the coronavirus have produced encouraging test
results. However, any easing measures are small and subject to reversal at any sign of a second wave of
infections. So far trials have been small scale and are in the process of being expanded. A working vaccine
in time for autumn is still a very long shot. History teaches us that all pandemics so far have had a second or
even a third wave of infections. The markets are optimistic that a vaccine will be ready in time to at least
make a second wave less disruptive economically, not requiring another severe lockdown.
However, investors are seeing a few black clouds gather. President Trump is getting very vocal about
China’s role in the pandemic spreading around the globe, joined by the Australians and the EU. A renewal
of the US-China trade spat would not be helpful at all to the world’s economy. However, with it being a US
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election year, investors will have to expect an increase in anti-China rhetoric from both President Trump
and presidential candidate Biden. Add China’s latest attempt to clamp down on democracy in Hong Kong
and it is difficult to foresee an improvement in their relationship in the near future.
Investors also face the fact that authorities around the world are demanding their pound of flesh in return
for aid handed out. The Treasury & the Bank of England will ban large firms that borrow more than £50M
from paying dividends & bonuses until the loan is repaid. The Bank of England will implement the
restrictions, as well as seeking a letter from the firms who borrow for more than a year.
The Bank said big companies who require loans from the Bank’s Covid Corporate Financing Facility for a
term beyond 19 May 2021 “will be expected to provide a letter addressed to HM Treasury that commits to
showing restraint on the payment of dividends, other capital distributions and on senior pay”. Companies
will also be banned from share buybacks. The Democrats will insist on similar measures should Biden win
the Presidential election in the US. Biden is ahead 50%-39% in the latest polls.
The UK also has the added complication of the Brexit talks and is fast approaching the point where a
definite decision has to be taken. With both sides accusing the other of intransigence on their demands, a
WTO Brexit is looking the most likely outcome. By everyone’s reckoning that will slow both the UK and the
EU economies further next year.
It is worth remembering that between September & December 2008 the S&P500 bounced between 9%19% six times. Investors can expect the markets to remain volatile for a while yet, with the downside risks
still very much in focus. Inflation is normally a worry after the amount of stimulus from the world’s central
banks. However, Japan has had an average inflation rate of just 0.19 over the past 25 years, with half of
them actually being negative. UK pre-pandemic annual inflation over the past decade has averaged 2.07%,
whilst the US averaged 1.8%.
All the signs show that deflation is actually the big worry for the world’s central banks over the next year.
The Bank of England Governor Bailey told the House of Commons Treasury select committee last week that
negative interest rates “were under active review”. This is a drastic U-turn from a couple of weeks ago
when Governor Bailey said the BoE was not “planning or contemplating” negative rates. One can only
wonder how many more surprises the next few months will bring.
Mike Heffernan, Head Financial Analyst
Mike Heffernan started working in the City in the 1980s, advancing quickly to
become a dealer and then a broker in 1988. For 10 years he pursued a very
successful career in broking for the highly acclaimed Harlow’s International & Spot
CHF desks before turning his attention on the Asian market. Now Mike helps Oeno
to stay ahead of the game in his role as Head Financial Analyst.
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A ONCE-IN-A-DECADE OPPORTUNITY
FOR WINE INVESTORS?
If Alan Greenspan were here to share his thoughts with us he might say that ‘unexpectedly buoyant’ is the
new irrationally exuberant. Hard as it seems to believe, the bulls have had an incredible run-up over the
past 8 weeks, defying all expectations as markets have recovered much of their losses, and with many
‘lockdown stocks’ ahead for the year. Most of the running was made in April and while many feel markets
are now overbought they have continued to defy expectations for a correction, instead building support
and threatening to break out further to the upside. Reduced infection rates, mortalities, promises of a
vaccine and gradual normalisation of the economy have given markets confidence that the worst is behind
us.
Are expectations for the end of COVID-19 becoming too optimistic, however, and how are markets simply
ignoring the poor Q2 earnings we know are just a month or so away? Stifled demand, shuttered supply,
and extraordinary QE and fiscal spending commitments have had market commentators oscillate around
concerns for both deflationary and inflationary conditions ahead. Regardless of their timing and magnitude,
both forces can spur opportunities in fine wine investment and we think there are very good reasons to be
bullish over the rest of the year and into 2021 for wine investors.
Deflation ahead
There are any number of things spooking market participants, most of which point to a strong deflationary
environment. Gigantic unemployment numbers and a collapse in GDP in the world’s major economies bring
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a rightfully pessimistic perspective to our current situation. Q2 figures won’t be available for another six
weeks, but we already know they’ll be bad. Corporations have stopped giving forward guidance and
markets seem to be giving them a leave pass for it. At the same time listed companies have gone on a debt
binge, issuing hundreds of billions in bonds knowing that the Fed is underwriting the market (and is already
a loser following Hertz’s bankruptcy). Bond issuance has been critical in shoring up cashflow for sectors like
energy, manufacturing, tourism and hospitality where revenue has all but evaporated.
Corporate debt issuance is Championship level at best, however, compared to what governments in the
Premier League are borrowing with fiscal programs totalling $2trillion announced in the US and $8trillion
globally. With much of that debt still yet to be issued, US 10-year bond yields fell below 1% in March and
have settled around 0.7%. In the UK 10-year gilts are offering 0.2%. In both cases yields suggest a long
period of deflation ahead with the prospect of yields going negative as they have in Japan and Europe.
While the helicopter money has cheered markets in the short term, we’ve seen this before and know weak
economic growth and austerity are likely strong elements of the global economy this decade. The challenge
is to find pockets of opportunity and reward in that environment.
The playbook on deflation suggests holding cash, high quality bonds and dividend paying shares. But with
so much corporate bond issuance a number of traditional dividend-paying shares have either suspended or
reduced dividend payments to either satisfy government bailout conditions (the airline and tourism
industry), or just preserve cash (especially banks expecting increases in loan defaults). While cashgenerating assets seem thin on the ground, it’s clear that the Fed and other central banks are doing
everything they can to destroy deflation before it takes root. Thus bond-holders seem happy to merely get
their money back at maturity, while stocks are running, because there is really nowhere else to invest.
Deflation first impacts consumer good pricing as firms slash prices to generate sales revenue and reduce
stock. This can be great for cash holders as high value items as well as staples come on sale. For fine wine
this can be a once-a-decade opportunity to acquire wines that are either enjoying short-term price drops,
or are difficult to acquire. We have seen this first-hand with wine importers offering wines that are not
normally available to collectors, or some collectors taking the opportunity to liquidate wine assets that they
have made profits on over the past decade. This can mean acquisition below normal market valuations, and
great positioning for what lies ahead down the road.
Inflation later
While the immediate concerns of central banks and governments is deflation, smart money is already
worrying about inflation and taking appropriate actions. $3trillion in US treasuries are due to be auctioned
in the next month or so – an unprecedented deluge of debt. The Fed is the buyer of last resort supporting
the market and will print money like we have never seen before. That $8bn of global government debt
issuance in 2020 will be met with an equal amount of QE, and the money supply will explode looking for a
home.
The last time this happened during the 2009 financial crisis inflation didn’t arrive as expected, certainly not
in broad-based consumer price inflation. But CPI is a poor measure of genuine inflation, failing to account
for household’s largest expenditures (rent and mortgage payments) and shrinkflation – when you’re 1kg
packet of cereal or 1L of juice now comes in 850g or 850ml sizes but is priced the same.
Physical assets are excellent inflation hedges, with real estate, gold and other commodities being ideal.
Gold has already moved steadily higher over the past 12-18 months and is well positioned for the rest of
the year. Fine wine performs very similarly to gold as a store of value and improvements in valuations have
outpaced inflation over the past 30 years, as have the release prices of newer vintages.
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In the past couple of weeks we’ve seen parts of various economies begin to re-open and in June there will
be most retailers heading back to normal operations. Hospitality and travel will see more extensive
improvements in July and the rest of summer. One theme that keeps coming up is pent-up demand. During
lockdown it’s true that many have had their incomes reduced. It’s also true that many have not while the
whole of society have been prevented from spending on normal discretionary activities – travel, clothing
and home improvements, entertainment and so on.
Indications are that well-heeled consumers with money in their pockets are itching to spend, especially if
forecast retail sales eventuate. It would seem that inflationary pressures from consumer demand may
appear faster than expected, meanwhile supply chains are only just ramping up. Combined with a tidal
wave of central bank cash the elements are in place for inflationary pressures to build more quickly than
anticipated even one month ago.
Following a quiet period of uncertainty we find the fine wine market is poised to return to serious action.
Whether you are worried about deflation or inflation, now is an opportune moment to increase your
exposure to fine wine. Aside from the natural hedging potential we see terrific, once-in-a-decade
opportunities in supply and exciting long-term growth alongside the well-known tax advantages of fine
wine investment. Now is the time to rebuild portfolios for the decade ahead.
Justin Knock MW, Chief Wine Analyst
Justin Knock has the rare distinction of being one of the few Masters of Wine to
pass the notoriously tough exams first time round in 2010. He has held numerous
high-profile roles in the wine industry such as UK Director of the California Wine
Institute. With extensive experience in wine production, distribution and
marketing, Justin brings a wealth of industry expertise to the company as Oeno’s
Chief Wine Analyst.
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WHICH WINES TO BUY NOW
April trades were dominated by French fine wines, but May saw Italy rising to greater prominence. Over the
past month we've welcomed some truly incredible wines from Piedmont, including a library collection of
Poderi Gianni Gagliardo’s Barolos and Angelo Gaja wines from Barbaresco, and Biondi Santi’s famed
Brunello di Montalcino Riserva from Tuscany into the Oeno fold.
During Q1 2020 top Italian wines enjoyed strong growth, dominating Liv-Ex in terms of both market share
and the top 10 performing wines for the quarter. We are very excited to be able to offer our investors some
of the most iconic wines from the country which we expect to perform very well as appetite for Italian fine
wine continues to grow.
Australia is another region which is generating a lot of excitement. This month Oeno has offered the
majestic Hill of Grace 2015 from the legendary Henschke winery which has vineyards in Eden Valley and
Barossa Valley, as well as a selection of other top bottlings from the estate. From McClaren Vale we are
introducing sensational wines from Hickinbotham, a winery owned by Jackson Family. Our investors may
already be familiar with their superb Californian wines from Verite, Cardinale and Lokoya which are Oeno
staples thanks to their excellent performance and consistently high demand.
In terms of what to drink now, new wines from our relatively recent addition, Domaine de Pallus from
Chinon in the Loire Valley, have landed and have already proved popular. In particular, the delightful Les
Pensees de Pallus 2015 crafted from 100% Cabernet Franc offers tremendous value with great purity and
intensity. A white from the same estate, Le Coq de Pallus 2018, made from Chenin Blanc offers a classic
taste of the Chinon terroir, while the two top wines, the Grand Vin Rougerie 2015 and the Grand Vin de La
Croix Boissee 2015 are built to also age gracefully for many years given the extraordinary quality of the
vintage.
Another wine that has proved a pleasure to try is the Bourgogne Chardonnay 2017 Mischief & Mayhem.
This tiny boutique producer is based in Aloxe-Corton in the heart of Burgundy. This is their entry-level
white, masterfully crafted to delight Burgundy lovers with vibrant citrus character, a hint of a toast, and
juicy ripeness.
Last but not least, a lot of interest has fallen on our Chinese winery, Silver Heights, in Ningxia province
which crafts exceptional Bordeaux-style red blends. I highly recommend their top wine, The Summit 2016, a
vibrant, silky and delicate Cabernet Sauvignon-Merlot blend that makes a great discovery for the
adventurous.
Olivier Gasselin, Director of Trade
Olivier Gasselin has been in the wine trade since 2001 with his career taking him all
over the globe as head sommelier and wine buyer for restaurant groups like D&D
London and Hakkasan. Olivier was awarded Best Sommelier in the Middle East
three times, also winning the Sommelier Wine Challenge at Imbibe Live 2016,
before completing his WSET Diploma in 2018. As Head of OenoTrade Olivier uses
his extensive contacts to keep everything running smoothly.
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